Pakistan's Premier General Research University
GREAT PLACE - GREAT LEARNING - GREAT FUTURE
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## UMT at a Glance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TOP 500 in QS Asia Rankings</th>
<th>TOP 200 in Academic and Employer Reputation</th>
<th>TOP 600 in THE Impact Ranking 2022</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>300+ PhDs from Renowned Universities</td>
<td>80+ Clubs and Societies</td>
<td>Ranked W4 University by HEC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27,000+ Alumni</td>
<td>32+ Years of Leadership</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Situated in Lahore, the Cultural Hub of Pakistan
- Overseas Students from Over 20 Countries
- 14 Centers
- 86% Student Satisfaction
- 25:1 Student-Faculty Ratio
- 60+ International Linkages
- 150+ Degrees
- 7.2+ Billion Scholarships Awarded
- 62% Students on Scholarship

- 16 Schools
- 03 Institutes
- Established in 1990
- 200+ Kanal Purpose-Built Campus
- 40 Departments
VISION

Learning
It defines our existence, inspires all stakeholders associated with us, creates a powerful momentum inside, and responds to the challenges outside. It continues to evolve as present captures new realities and foresight unfolds new possibilities. All in an incessant attempt to help individuals and organizations discover their God-given potentials to achieve Ultimate Success by attaining the highest standards of efficiency, effectiveness, excellence, equity, trusteeship and sustainable development of global human society.

MISSION

Leading
We aspire to become a learning institution and evolve as the leading community for the purpose of integrated development of the society by actualizing strategic partnership with stakeholders, harnessing leadership, generating useful knowledge, fostering enduring values, and projecting sustainable technologies and practices.
OBJECTIVE
Creating a Real-World Impact
Creating a real-world impact by solving issues through our research, learning and leadership.

STRATEGY
Transforming Learners into Leaders
In order to succeed in this fast changing world, we blend management expertise and technological excellence.
LAHORE CITY

UMT is situated in the center of Lahore, popularly known as the knowledge and cultural metropolis of the country.

- City of Wonders
- Capital of Punjab
- Known for Architectural Monuments and Religious Buildings
- Center of Education: 80% Books of Pakistan are published in Lahore
- 11.13 Million Population
THE JOURNEY FROM ILM TO UMT

A Saga Of Progress

- UMT is a project of Institute of Leadership and Management (ILM) Trust
- Established in 1990 with an aim to impart quality higher education
- UMT – an independent, not-for-profit, private institution of higher learning
- Received Charter from the Government of Punjab in 2003
- Recognized by the Higher Education Commission (HEC) of Pakistan as a ‘W4’ category (highest rank) university
MARK OF DISTINCTION

Emergence With Eminence

Over the years, UMT has become renowned for its highly rated faculty members with academic credentials obtained from top universities around the world.

32 +
Years of Leadership

200 +
Kanal Campus

200,000 sqft
Sub Campus (Sialkot)

80 +
Clubs and Societies

27,000 +
Alumni

19
Schools and Institutes

150 +
Programs

60 +
International Linkages

140,000+
Books in Library

7.2 BILLION SCHOLARSHIPS

Faculty members have received ‘Best University Teacher Awards’ by HEC for three consecutive years.
13 TOP ACCREDITATIONS
Top Prestige

60+ INTERNATIONAL LINKAGES
Competitive Edge through Worldwide Collaborations
Sharing A Global Vision

UMT holds several institutional memberships and alliances for developing, supporting and strengthening its academic programs. These memberships and alliances provide:

- Opportunities for the professional development of faculty members
- Improvements in curriculum
- Incorporation of latest trends in relevant disciplines
THE IMPACT RANKINGS 2020
Providing Quality Education
Secured 401-600th spot in the overall Impact rankings for 2020.

THE AWARDS ASIA 2020
We Work Together, Success Follows
Nominated for THE Awards Asia 2020 for the Workplace of the Year Award category, conferred by the prestigious Times Higher Education.

TOP 400 - 600
IN THE WORLD FOR SOCIETAL IMPACT!

NOMINATED FOR WORKPLACE OF THE YEAR
QS ASIA UNIVERSITY RANKINGS 2022

Leading Higher Education Milieu

Secured a spot in the top 500 HEI’s in the region, as per the QS Asia University Rankings for 2022.

ACCOMPLISHMENTS

COMMitted TO CONserving THE ENVIRONMENT

RECOGNITION OF ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE

“UMT founder Dr Hasan Sohaib Murad (Shaheed) was featured in Fortune Magazine’s September 2016 edition as a stalwart of higher education in Pakistan, a testament to the thought leadership of Dr Hasan and the impact of the institute he founded.”

COMMITTED TO QUALITY EDUCATION

UMT is the game changer in Pakistan’s higher education milieu which exemplifies how the varsity stands true to its commitment of providing affordable quality education for all.
HSM AMONG LEADING ASIAN MANAGEMENT SCHOOLS IN 2020

Providing World-Class Management Education

“UMT HSM, the leading management school in Asia 2020, envisions developing holistic leaders with a capability to transform to society at large. The school achieves this vision by producing top quality business leaders and academic scholars.”
Excellence in Research

- Top 10 in Pakistan for Scopus listed research publications
- 5th in Pakistan for scientific research (Source: Nature Index)
- 1000+ Scopus-listed journal papers published in 2021
- Number 8 in Pakistan for citations (year 2021)
GRADUATES WORKING IN TOP ORGANIZATIONS
Enhancing Your Employability
ACCREDITATIONS AND ACADEMIC QUALITY IMPROVEMENT CELL

Strengthening Academic Quality

The Accreditations and Academic Quality Improvement Cell (AAQIC) of UMT has significantly outperformed quality enhancement cells of other educational institutes of the country by maintaining consistent scores in the assessments carried out by Quality Assurance Agency (QAA) of HEC.

For six consecutive assessments, UMT has successfully held its position as a W category (85%-100%) university, which is the highest category to be awarded to an institution.
1603 SCHOOLS AND INSTITUTES

Stepping Into An Advanced Future

- Dr Hasan Murad School of Management (HSM)
- School of Architecture and Planning (SAP)
- School of Commerce and Accountancy (SCA)
- School of Engineering (SEN)
- School of Food and Agricultural Sciences (SFAS)
- School of Governance and Society (SGS)
- School of Health Sciences (SHS)
- School of Law and Policy (SLP)
- School of Media and Communication Studies (SMCS)
- School of Professional Advancement (SPA)
- School of Pharmacy (SPH)
- School of Professional Psychology (SPP)
- School of Science (SSC)
- School of Social Sciences and Humanities (SSSH)
- School of Systems and Technology (SST)
- School of Design and Textile (SDT)
- Institute of Aviation Studies (IAS)
- Institute of Liberal Arts (ILA)
- Institute of Islamic Perspectives and Guidance (IIPG)
55+ DISCIPLINES OFFERED
Courses To Meet Your Needs

UMT offers a unique blend of academic degree programs in a wide range of disciplines.

- Accounting
- Aircraft Maintenance
- Applied Linguistics
- Artificial Intelligence
- Aviation
- Business Administration
- Banking and Finance
- Biochemistry
- Biotechnology
- Business and IT
- City and Regional Planning
- Commerce
- Computer Sciences
- Computing and Data Science
- Disaster Management
- Economics
- Education
- Education Leadership Management
- Electrical/Telecom Engineering
- English
- Fashion Designing
- Food Science and Technology
- Housing and Community
- Horticultural Sciences
- Informatics
- International Relations
- Industrial Engineering
- Internet of Things
- Islamic Banking
- Islamic Thought and Civilization
- Law
- Liberal Arts
- Linguistics
- Media and Communication
- Medical Imaging and Ultrasonography
- Nutrition Sciences
- Physiotherapy
- Political Science
- Project Management
- Psychology
- Sales and Marketing
- Security and Strategic Sciences
- Sociology
- Software Engineering
- Special Education
- Statistics
- Supply Chain Management
- Textiles
- Zoology
20 SCHOLARSHIPS
Aid That Encourages Achievement

- Alumni Scholarships
- Corporate Group Discount
- Differently-Abled Scholarship
- Digital Pakistan Scholarship
- Discount for ILM Colleges Students
- Discount for The Knowledge School
- Justice AR Cornelius Scholarship
- Discount for Top 5 Orphanage Centers in Punjab
- Dr Hasan Sohaib Murad PhD Fellowship Program
- Outstanding Sportsmen and Extracurricular Scholarship
- Kinship Scholarships
- Khurram Murad Scholarship
- Khurram Murad Scholarship in Engineering
- Merit Scholarships
- Remote Area Scholarships
- Shuhda’s Children Scholarships
- SOS Village Scholarship
- Special MS Scholarships
- Scholarships for Children of Government Teachers
- “WILL” Scholarship
TRANSPORT SERVICES

The Reliable Way To Go

UMT provides transportation service to all its students and faculty. The aim of offering these transportation services is to make efficient, safe and timely travel to and from campus possible. The UMT fleet is meticulously maintained and provides a cost-effective solution for the commuting needs of students. The buses ply various routes spanning across the city, with experienced drivers and crew ensuring the safety and security of students.

- 19 Air-conditioned buses
- 11 Routes
- 150 Destinations
University Medical Center - a project of the University of Management and Technology (UMT) - is a state-of-the-art Out Patient Department (OPD) facility equipped with modern technology and recognized health care professionals.

We are committed to providing effective, high quality and affordable healthcare services to patients by adhering to international best practices in patient care.

Our Services

- Medical Emergency
- Gynaecology
- Physiotherapy
- Nutrition
- Psychiatry
- Diagnostic Services
- Blood Tests
- Medical OPD
06 CAFETERIAS

Foodies’ Heaven

- UMT Cafeterias for students and staff offer high quality hygienic food at reasonable prices
- Symposium Café (SDT Building and Opposite Boys Gate) offers a range of fast food, snacks, juices, BBQ, Chinese, traditional food, and much more
- Both, these Cafeteria’s pay special emphasis on maintaining the highest standards of quality and cleanliness
GRAND MASJID

Religiosity And Worldly Success Hand-In-Hand

UMT not only imparts contemporary knowledge but also believes in instilling strong ethical values in its learners.

- Caters to the spiritual and holistic development of the students
- Offers provision for daily prayers, as well as Friday sermons by renowned scholars and speakers
- Capacity of 2000+ Namazis
STUDENT HOUSING
A Home Away From Home

UMT maintains separate student housing facilities for male and female participants.

- 5 Hostels
- 1,300+ Residents

It offers:

- Independent Messing
- Recreation Areas
- Pick and Drop Facility
- Cafeteria and Tuck-shop
- Mosque
- Medical Assistance
- Sports Facilities, including Basketball Court, Volley Ball Court and Badminton Court
- Internet/WiFi
- Motorcycle/Car Parking
- Maintenance Services, including Electrician, Carpenter and Plumber

- 24 hours Security and Surveillance
- 150 KVA Standby Generator
- 24 hours Housekeeping Staff
CAMPUS LIFE
SPORTS AT UMT
80+ CLUBS AND SOCIETIES
Nurturing Your Talent
800+

OUTSTANDING FACULTY
Experience World-Class Coaching

Our faculty members are the pride of UMT, hand-picked from some of the best universities across the globe.

- **25:1**
  Student-Faculty Ratio

- **300+**
  PhD Faculty Members

Two of our faculty members have been ranked among the top 2% scientists in the world by the Stanford University.
PROMOTING RESEARCH CULTURE
Impacting The Real World

UMT is committed to promoting an enabling research culture to facilitate its faculty and participants to carry out various research undertakings.

- Among top 5 in Pakistan for scientific research outlook
- Among top 8 in Pakistan for research citations
- Among top 10 in Pakistan for Scopus listed research publications

- 1,250
  Research Papers
  In 2021

- 1050
  Scopus Listed Journal Papers In 2021

- 27
  Research Journals
FIRST RATE FACILITIES

Care That Never Quits
UMT believes in empowering its participants with unparalleled services to meet their everchanging needs.

- Insurance
- Wifi
- UMT Hostels
- 70+ Laboratories
- Shops
- Souvenir Shops
- Healthcare
- 1200+ Computers in IPCs
- Parking
- Media Production
- Daycare
- Mosque
- 100+ Classrooms
- Cafeterias
- 1400+ Faculty & Staff Computers
- Gym
- 140,000+ Books
- 300,000+ Digital Resources
INFORMATION
PROCESSING CENTER

Shaping Today And Tomorrow With Technology

Information Processing Center (IPC) provides ultra-modern computing facilities to the UMT community.

- DLD Lab
- Project Lab
- Graduate Lab
- Computer Labs
- HEC Scholars’ Lab
- Computer Classrooms
- Highly advanced IT equipment

2,000 to 3,000 daily participants
15,000+ participants
1,200+ Core i7 and i5 Computers
LIBRARY AND LEARNING RESOURCE CENTER

Treasure-House of Knowledge

Learning Resource Center’s intrinsic focus is to pave the way for researchers to access rare scripts, content and references.
Supports academic programs and research initiatives.

- **140,000+** book collection
- **18** Online databases
- **160+** local and foreign magazines
MANAGEMENT OFFICES

Excellence In Management

UMT’s management and statutory offices are essential for supporting as well as supervising the mission and operations of the university.

Statutory Office

- Office of President
- Office of Rector
- Office of Registrar (ORG)
- Office of Controller of Examinations (OCE)
- Office of Treasurer (OTR)

Management Offices

- Office of Alumni Relations (OAR)
- Office of Campus Management and Services (OCMS)
- Office of Communications and Media (OCM)
- Office of Corporate Linkages and Placements (OCLP)
- Office of Dean Research (ODR)
- Office of Human Capital Management (OHCM)
- Office of Information and Admissions (OIA)
- Office of Information Systems (OIS)
- Office of Participant Affairs (OPA)
- Office of Planning and Development (OPD)
- Office of Research Innovation and Commercialization (ORIC)
- Office of Safety, Security and Vigilance (OSSV)
- Office of Technology Enablement (OTE)
- Accreditations and Academic Quality Improvement Cell (AAQIC)
- Learning Resource Centre (LRC)
- UMT International (OIN)
14 PROFESSIONAL CENTERS

Avenues For Knowledge Creation

UMT believes in creating an immersive environment, enabling learners to turn their high-impact researches into cutting-edge discoveries.

- UMT has 14 centers that are working to facilitate academia-industry linkages
- They provide real-world exposure to the UMT participants and faculty
UMT SIALKOT CAMPUS

Expanding Our Reach

UMT is the first private sector university to establish an HEC approved sub-campus in Sialkot inaugurated on May 02, 2012. Its prominent features include:

- 20-kanal campus
- 6,000+ students
- Laboratories
- Computer labs equipped with state-of-the-art computers
- Multimedia classrooms
- Campus wide WiFi internet facility
- Well-stocked learning resources
OTHER PROJECTS

Conquering Horizons By Serving Humanity

Our other projects offer a range of services in areas of education, corporate training and publishing. These include:

- Institute of Knowledge and Leadership
- UMT Press
- ILM Group of Colleges
- The Knowledge School
- ILM Fund
- UMT TV
- UMT Radio
- Sitara-o-Hilal Foundation
INSTITUTE OF KNOWLEDGE AND LEADERSHIP

A Powerhouse of Learning

IKL is the executive education center of University of Management and Technology (UMT), which is one of the top ranked education centers in Pakistan.

- **400** Courses
- **Over 10,000** Learning Resources
- Trainings conducted by **200+** highly qualified experts, including **150+** PhD Trainers
- **96** percent Client Satisfaction
- **Over 39,000** Learners from all across the globe
- Served over **450+** Organizations
UMT PRESS

Converging The Intelligentsia

UMT Press is the publishing house of UMT. Following are a few of the many accomplishments of the UMT Press:

- 37 books published
- 10+ manuscripts under review
- 08 books in publishing
- 04 manuscripts in development
ILM GROUP OF COLLEGES

Every Student Matters

The ILM Colleges Network aims to make quality education available at widely dispersed locations in the country.

- Established in 2008
- 70 Well-equipped campuses
- Offers a wide range of programs in faculties of Arts, Science, Computer Science and Commerce
- 38,000+ students from across Pakistan
THE KNOWLEDGE SCHOOL NETWORK

Inspire To Rise

TKS Schools have been set up as an initiative to provide quality education at an affordable fee.

- **150+** Well-equipped campuses
- **37,000+** Students
- **100+** Cities presence

- Top positions in Matric exams

TKS focuses on the provision of holistic education that includes:

- Customized curriculum
- Ethical, social and moral values based education
- Professional development through staff trainings
- Implementation of quality assurance systems
ILM FUND

All the Support you Need

- A project of ILM Trust
- Committed to providing access to higher education
- ILM Fund offers need-based financial aid to deserving participants so they can accomplish their educational aspirations

INTERNAL SCHOLARSHIPS
1. Need-based Interest-Free Islamic Loan
2. Merit-based Scholarships
3. SOS Village Scholarships
4. Remote Area Scholarships
5. Shuhada’s Children Scholarships
6. Scholarships for Differently-abled
7. Sportsmen & Extracurricular Scholarships
8. Kinship Scholarships
9. Alumni Scholarships
10. Government Teachers Scholarships
11. Khurram Murad Scholarship
12. Justice A R Cornelius Scholarship
13. Corporate Group Discounts
14. ILM Colleges Scholarships
15. The Knowledge Schools Scholarships
16. Scholarships for Top 5 Orphanage Centers in Punjab

OUR MISSION IS TO ENSURE A CONSISTENT LEGACY OF GIVING BACK TO SOCIETY.
PKR 7.2+ BILLION

Granted in Scholarships to 21,000+ BENEFICIARIES
Helping them Achieve their Educational Goals!

OTHER SCHOLARSHIPS
1. Ambition Apparel Scholarships 2020
2. Al-Fatah Scholarships 2020
3. Baluchistan Education Endowment Fund
4. Punjab Education Endowment Fund
5. Lump Sum Based Discount
6. Special COVID 19 Window 2020
7. NTS Need-Based Scholarship
8. HEC Need-Based Scholarship
9. HEC Pak-Afghan Scholarships
10. Gratis
11. Federal Employees Benevolent Fund
12. Punjab Employees Benevolent Fund
13. Pakistan Engineering Council Scholarships
14. Punjab Worker Welfare Board Scholarship
15. President’s Fellowship Program
16. HEC PAK-USAID Merit & Need-Based Program
17. French/German Needs Based Scholarship
18. UMT Employee’s Children Assistance
19. Shaheed Hakeem Saeed Scholarship
UMT TV

A Difference You Can See

- UMT TV is a public-serving media outlet which features diverse programs online and live as well.
- Pakistan’s premier general research university has put forth this academic initiative, keeping in view the core mission of UMT.
- UMT TV hosts programs based on a broad spectrum of subjects, including science, health, public affairs, humanities, entertainment, business and education.

UMT Radio

Above And Beyond

- It was launched in 2014.
- It has a 100 feet broadcasting tower on the rooftop of the multistorey SEN Building.
- Various shows are hosted, where prominent personalities and the UMT family are interviewed.
- It provides broadcasting of a variety of musical, educational, cultural and informational programs by transmitting students’ voices.
- It believes in taking entertainment and education hand-in-hand.
SITARA-O-HILAL FOUNDATION

Volunteer For A Cause

- A team of young, energetic volunteers
- Organizes an array of on-campus events

VISION
To see a Pakistan where citizens put the country and its people first; love and protect Pakistan’s existence, and respect its values and foundations.

MISSION
To become an unyielding source that inspires the love of the motherland in the coming generations of Pakistan.

Initiatives:

- Development of Sitara-O-Hilal Foundation Curriculum based on patriotism
- Commenced "Knock the Memories" program in which memories of people who were a part of the freedom moment of Pakistan have been recorded for the generations to come
- Development of an online shop in collaboration with various vendors
This brochure is meant for general information and promotion purposes only, and as such bears no legal significance, whatsoever. The information in this brochure is correct at the time of going to the press in July 2022. However, errors or omissions are expected. For specific information, please visit the Office of Information and Admissions, meet the relevant personnel, or visit www.umt.edu.pk
BE SUCCESS READY
LEARN. LEAD. SUCCEED.

7.2+ BILLION SCHOLARSHIPS

042 111 300 200
www.umt.edu.pk

32+ Years of Leadership
25,000+ Participants
1:25 Student-Faculty Ratio
86% Student Satisfaction
300+ PhD Faculty
62% Students on Scholarship
20+ Countries Represented
Lahore Campus:
UMT Road, C-II Johar Town, Lahore - 54770, Pakistan
Tel: +92 42 35212801-10,
Email: admissions@umt.edu.pk

Sialkot Campus:
21-A, Small Industrial Estate, Shahabpura Road, Sialkot
Tel: +92 52 3256964, +92 52 3241801-10
Email: info@skt.umt.edu.pk
Web: skt.umt.edu.pk

UAN: 042 111 300 200

www.umt.edu.pk  /umtofficial  UMT Radio 98.2FM